
Probability

Quite Possible
Unusual but possible
Remotely possible
Conceivable but unlikely
Practically impossible

Consequence

Category Human Injury

Catastrophic Multiple fatalities

Major Fatality

Serious Serious Injury (perm disablement etc.)

Moderate Disabling injury requires medical treatment

Minor First aid treatment

Identify the consequences - What is the most likely outcome of a potential accident, including injuries, property damage and/or environmental damage and select the appropriate  consequence category from the Consequences bar line.

Estimate the probability - What is the likelihood that the consequences will occur once the individual is exposed to the hazard and select the most appropriate probability category from the Probability Bar line

Quite possible, would not be unusual, even 50/50 chance
Unusual but possible sequence or coincidence
Remotely possible coincidence
Has never happened after many years of exposure, but is conceivably possible
Practically impossible, has never happened before



Financial cost Work

Significant financial loss (club closed) Major disruption

Significant financial loss (club left in real financial 
difficulty)

Significant Disruption

Significant financial loss (club struggling to for 
significant time)

Notable disruption

Notable Financial Loss (will have an impact on the 
club)

Slight disruption

Negligible financial loss No effect

Identify the consequences - What is the most likely outcome of a potential accident, including injuries, property damage and/or environmental damage and select the appropriate  consequence category from the Consequences bar line.

Estimate the probability - What is the likelihood that the consequences will occur once the individual is exposed to the hazard and select the most appropriate probability category from the Probability Bar line

Quite possible, would not be unusual, even 50/50 chance
Unusual but possible sequence or coincidence
Remotely possible coincidence
Has never happened after many years of exposure, but is conceivably possible
Practically impossible, has never happened before



Environment

Major environmental damage

Significant damage

Serious environmental damage

minor environmental damage

Negligible damage to the environment

Identify the consequences - What is the most likely outcome of a potential accident, including injuries, property damage and/or environmental damage and select the appropriate  consequence category from the Consequences bar line.

Estimate the probability - What is the likelihood that the consequences will occur once the individual is exposed to the hazard and select the most appropriate probability category from the Probability Bar line

Quite possible, would not be unusual, even 50/50 chance
Unusual but possible sequence or coincidence
Remotely possible coincidence
Has never happened after many years of exposure, but is conceivably possible
Practically impossible, has never happened before


